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lnstructions: 1)

2)

Use blue/black ball point pen only.

Do notwite anything on the blank portion of the question paper.
lf witten anything, such type of actwill be considered as an attempt
to resort to unfair means.

All questions are compulsory.
The number to thi right indicates full marks.

Draw diagrams wherever necessary.

Distribution of syllabus rn Question Paper is only meant to cover
entire syllabus within the stipulated frame. The Quesfion paper
pattern is a mere guideline. Quesfibns can be asked from any
papels syllabus into any question paper. Sfudenfs cannot claim
that the Question is out of syllabus. As it is only for the placement
sake, the distribution has been done.

Use a common answer book for all sections.

3)

4)

5)

6)

SECTION - "A" (40 Marks)

1. Short answer question (any five out of six) : [5 x 5 - ZSI

") Enumerate general principles ofMental Health Nursing!.

b) Extra pyramidal symptoms.

c) Abreaction therapy. r

d) Hebephrenic Schizophreni/

e) Role of nurse in prevention of mental retard atiory.

0 Difference between psychotic u.rd'rr.u.otic depression.

2. Long answer question (any one out of two) : [1 x 15 - l5l
a) Define Mania, Explain Clinical features of'Mania and write nursing

management forthe person with Mania.

b) Define Therapeutic Nurse Patient Relationship, Discuss phases of
Therapeutic Nurse Patient Relationship.
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SECTION -,,8', (3S Marks)

3. Short answer question (any four out of five) :

v.f

?v
c)

d)

e)

61413

[4 x 5 
=Z0l

Civil responsibilities of a mentally ill person.

Etiology of suicide.

S eparation anxiety disorder.

Autism.

Etiological factors in psychoactive substance use.

4. Long answer question (any one out of two) : [1x15=lsJ
a) Define Dementia, Discuss etiological factors ofDementia and write nursing

- management for the person with Dementia.

b) Discuss National Mental Health programme (r9s2).
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